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"The Earth's vast surroundings are full of manmade infections. For good or bad, these infections have violated and transformed
our bodies and senses in one form or another. Immune is a discovery of the "new body" surviving in an environment full of
scientiific manipulation, religious manipulation and social manipulation. In order to find ourselves, we must destroy ourselves. The
human race craves the experience." -- Introduction.
Discover magical, remote locations around the world, from Africa to the Arctic, that will help you disconnect from modern life and
enter a state of wonder. Silence. Calm. Open spaces. These are the new luxuries. In this turbulent era it has become ever more
crucial to disconnect and slow down. Remote Places to Stay shares 22 out-of-the-way places where you can get off the grid and
reconnect to the essentials, surrounded by raw pristine nature. Some of these remote places are only accessible by foot, others by
train, small boat, or bush plane--but they are all places with a very strong sense of space. From lavish to spare architecture, from
the Arctic to the desert landscapes of Africa, from a peaceful retreat in the Himalayas to a secret convent in the south of Italy, each
exceptional retreat has been carefully selected to inspire and spark a state of wonder. Exploring the pages of Remote Places to
Stay is a visual journey you will never forget.
Hostels are more fun ! Would you like to explore cities with like-minded people when you travel ? Live the local life, and take part
in communal activities ? A new wave of hostels is emerging that offer just that, with an extra shot of service and comfort. From
outdoor swimming pools to rooftop dinners, co-working spaces to Spanish cooking lessons, the services and facilities on offer are
outstanding. The Grand Hostels will provide you with insights beyond just price and location. The hostels featured are perfect for
boodles, outdoors-types, and digital nomads alike, as well as for short city breaks. Award-winning journalist Kash Dhattacharya,
a.k.a. BudggetTraveller, reveals his secret tips on where to find luxury hostels across the world, and how to eat out, party or
unwind like a true local. Turn your travels into experiences to remember for a lifetime !
The author guides the reader into the mountains, providing recipes to celebrate winter after a return to one's mountain hut or home
after a long day in the snow.
Radical. Visionary. Poetic. Inside Utopia shows the future of living that architects and designers have envisioned. Spectacular and
reflective, unpretentious and efficient: the breathtaking Elrod House by John Lautner; the Lagerfeld Apartment near Cannes that
seems like a set from a science fiction film; Palais Bulles in France with its organic and unique architecture. These interiors
welcome habitation and spark curiosity while embodying the foundations of minimalism and bygone visions of the future. Inside
Utopia delves into the rhyme and reason behind past designs that we still interact with today. The architects, the owners, and the
craftsmen like Gio Ponti or Bruce Goff who work behind the scenes created amorphous interiors that invite the mind to wander. At
the time they were futuristic, confident, utopian, idealistic-- we may not realize it, but they have shaped our current living concepts,
and even now, they inspire us anew. Previously it has been difficult to attain access to these preserved interiors, but Inside Utopia
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unearths what was before unseen.
'Logos series' has documented and indicated design styles and trends in contemporary logo design worldwide. The Los Logos
series provides an overview of current developments and advances in logo design. Showcasing a collection of contemporary logo
design by bourgeoning design talent Los Logos, Dos Logos and Tres Logos are resources for all designers. This state-of-the-art
visual encyclopaedia provides a selection of stylistic approaches by designers from around the globe. Indexed and structured
thematically, the books draw connections between the applications and the fields for which they were intended. The Los Logos
series, a publication on contemporary logo design, has proved to be a precursor to styles and trends in logo design and
highlighted the relevance and importance of the logo in the 21st Century.
Scenic trails, adventures off the beaten track, and pristine hiking destinations around the world.
The New Outsiders celebrates outdoor creativity. Fresh ideas, adventurers and sustainable entrepreneurs inspire a new outdoor
generation to live a life less ordinary under the open sky. There is something about the great outdoors that makes us want to go
back each time we return home from a field trip. We crave the crisp fresh air. We desire the raw experience that only nature can
grant us. Driven by the will to unplug from our daily routines we seek to reconnect with something that feels more authentic. The
New Outsiders celebrates outdoor creativity and presents brands and ideas shaping the ethos of today's adventurers and
entrepreneurs. They develop products, run companies, explore far-flung countries and pursue activities with sustainability and
social responsibility in mind. The New Outsiders introduces some of the most outstanding of these free spirits and presents indepth features on niche activities and must-visit locations. Co-edited by creative director and outdoor enthusiast Jeffrey Bowman
this volume is a must have for everyone who wants to call the great outdoors their second home.
Los Logos 8, the classic compilation and thoughtfully curated showcase of current developments in logo design, delves into the
realm of an ever-evolving and always present branding component. Los Logos 8 is the authoritative reference on contemporary
logo design. As with previous editions of Gestalten's indispensable Los Logos series, this expertly curated collection is both a
guide to the latest innovations and a prognostication of coming trends. This edition looks further into the ever-changing world of
this vital element of branding: the logo. An inevitable task on a designer's artistic and professional timeline, designing a logo is a
lively and explorative mission. The fully indexed compendium showcases an unparalleled selection of cutting-edge examples from
around the globe. A practical and insightful handbook of the current developments in logo design and a boundless source of
inspiration, Los Logos 8 is a must have for any designer, brand manager, trend scout, or marketing strategist.
From weekend homes to get-away cabins, this architecture embodies our longing for relaxing in nature.
Our longing for simplicity, clarity, and retreat often leads us into nature. Hide and Seek showcases a range of charming and
elegant hideouts that satisfy this yearning.
Influential director and photographer Floria Sigismondi showcases new images of the biggest names in music and in Hollywood.
Floria Sigismondi's compelling visual narratives have defined the cultural zeitgeist over the course of her 25-year career as a
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director and photographer. She has worked with numerous celebrities and is also behind surreal, career-defining music videos for
Marilyn Manson among others. She has directed episodes of American Gods, The Handmaid's Tale, and Daredevil for TV, and her
Hollywood film credits include The Runaways, and The Turning (due to release in 2020). Eat the Sun is a star-studded overview of
Sigismondi's photographic and film work. Throughout the years, Sigismondi has stayed true to her distinctive noir aesthetic,
pushing boundaries to become one of the best visual artists in the industry.
A practical and inspirational guide for anyone who sees sustainability not as limiting, but rather as a creative opportunity. An
essential reference for everyone who wants to build a better home.
How do you set up a children's room that is fun, colorful, or perhaps more traditional? One that leaves enough room for playing
and daydreaming and makes children's heart beat faster? A child's room must be fun both for its smaller inhabitants and for the
parents, who usually arrange them: it's here that budding young minds first begin to explore the world. These rooms have plenty to
do, acting as a playroom, a place to sleep, a reading nook, and a space for young minds to concentrate and watch creativity
unfold. Years can be spent playing and learning in a child's room, a sibling might move in, and exchanging laughter is a certainty.
Setting up a children's room can be a wonderful challenge, and can bring the greatest joy to parents. Little Big Rooms offers
inspiration for mothers and fathers, pairing priceless tips for new rooms or spaces in need of an update with furniture and
accessory recommendations sure to please both young children and their discerning parents.
Everything you always wanted to know about the art market but were afraid to ask. A pioneering collector explains how to use
passion and intuition to acquire key pieces or build a collection--even on a limited budget.
Learn for Life is a diverse collection of inspiring architecture and interiors that support progressive models of acquiring knowledge.
New interpretations of kindergartens, schools, universities, and libraries are featured along with architecturally innovative offices
and conference rooms. These examples are rounded out by more experimental projects that offer further perspectives on the
rapidly evolving topic of how best to learn in the new millennium. The groundbreaking spaces promote learning by inspiring us,
providing us with helpful tools, and facilitating opportunities for productive cooperation and the exchange of ideas within groups. In
short, the work makes clear that the creative use of architecture and interior design not only provides a new physical framework for
acquiring knowledge, but also revitalizes and advances the process of learning as a whole.
The Home Upgrade looks beyond big budget projects and explores homes where the seemingly impossible has been achieved.
For architects striking out on their own, such projects offer the opportunity to flex their muscles and lead a project for the first time.
Francesco Franchi's perceptive book about the future of the news and media industries in our digital age.

Newspaper Design showcases the best of editorial and graphic design from the most renowned newspapers across the
world, and proves that skillful news design matters more than ever before. Over recent years, the world of news making
has dramatically changed. Newspaper Design examines the forces that have transformed the industry and showcases
the best of editorial design in the news context. Following the shift to digital, the role of visual journalists has evolved. As
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our reading habits change, so do the ways in which designers deal with typography, grid systems and illustration in order
to tell a story in the most engaging way. Newspaper Design discusses the daily challenges of journalists and editorial
designers, and introduces the work of the teams behind some of the most influential newspapers, such as the New York
Times, the Guardian, and Libération. Unique insights from professionals paired with outstanding visual examples reveal
the inner workings of the news industry and make Newspaper Design a must-have for designers, publishers and
journalists. Javier Errea is the director of Errea Communications, president of the Spanish chapter of the Society for
News Design, and coordinator for the Malofiej World Summit and International Infographics Awards.
This comprehensive monograph about the Italian monthly supplement 'Intelligence in Lifestyle' tells the story of how the
magazine's consistent visual and journalistic quality developed. It features numerous examples to explain editorial
concepts and branding elements.
The tropics are a way of life. Embracing outdoor surroundings as much as indoor possibilities, tropical houses have
become a source of new impulses for architecture, interiors, and furniture design worldwide.
A handbook for making a home that will stand the test of time; take knocks and scuffs in its stride; and where lives can
unfold, children grow up, and dogs run wild.
PhotoViz explores the intersection of photography, infographics, and data visualization. Combining cutting-edge
technology and classic photographic techniques enables us to tell stories and visualize information more powerfully and
compactly than ever: a full day of flights all at once, invisible Wi-Fi networks, global trade, intimate psychology,
movement, time itself, and more. The concept of PhotoViz invites us to simultaneously reinvent our collective reality and
demystify our surroundings. Within this mesmerizing photographic world, striking images reveal the power of tools
ranging from long exposure and slit-scan photography to post-processing, collage, and metadata. PhotoViz is a source of
inspiration and a crucial resource for designers and photographers alike.
A modernist take on Mediterranean aesthetics, a new movement in interior design embraces sumptuous minimalism
through warm, earthy tones, and natural materials. In southern locations such as Australia, California, and Brazil, but also
in places like New York and Copenhagen--the Mediterranean sensibility echoes itself in these locales through a variety of
reasons, be it former colonial influences, a similar sunny climate, or simply an appreciation for the Mediterranean way of
life. The New Mediterranean -- Homes and Interiors under the Southern Sun showcases inspiring residences and
vacation homes around the world that combine rustic, earthy tones with colorful fabrics, ceramics and glass. The book
introduces the designers, architects, and brands who are bringing the style to life, outlining key elements in order to show
how to create this look at home. More than a design trend, this is a philosophy to transform interiors into havens of light,
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craftsmanship, and simplicity.
Bauhaus minimalism meets tasteful elegance. The Brazilian architect Isay Weinfeld designs houses and hotels in style.
From one side of the globe to the other, Isay Weinfeld is one of the most sought-after architects. Weinfeld is inimitable in
the realm of combining modern elegance with tropical lightness. Under his hand, lushly landscaped courtyards and long
corridors open into wide spaces; a view of a pool or a dramatic indoor waterfall. The Brazilian architect's works are
characterized by glass and concrete, dark wood shades and soft color accents; all elements of a special brand of
distinguished restraint. Isay Weinfeld, a volume dedicated to an architect who rarely discusses his own work, shows the
full range of homes and hotels designed for prominent artists, actors, filmmakers, and businessmen. Previously
unpublished photographs visually describe his work and discussions of unique projects give insight into Weinfeld's fine
set of skills.
Bohemian Residence delves into the opulence and diversity of urban living across the globe. Urban landscapes offer a
multitude of enticing options: from cozy apartments to chic duplexes to historic townhouses. Inhabitants' imaginations
and distinct personalities reflect upon the canvas of a home's four walls. From Milan to London, Paris to Beverly Hills,
colorful surroundings influence of furniture, accessories, and interior design. Conversations with those who outfit the
spaces and with those who live within the sumptuous domiciles paint a narrative of modern materials and classic style.
Bohemian Residence's detailed portraits take readers across the threshold and provide a tantalizing tour. Be it the witty
elegance of the French, the boldness of an Italian modernist apartment, or enticing domestic cabinets of curiosity, these
metropolitan dwellings illustrate and inspire the lavish possibilities of contemporary city living.
'Upgrade' breathes new life into forgotten architecture. Past structures are consciously preserved and revamped,
expanded and altered, to create something exciting and enticing. 'Upgrade' explores architectural and design concepts
that seek to enhance and repurpose our surroundings from slight changes to complete renovations. Extensions upon a
rooftop. Factories turned into relaxing retreats. Wood additions contrasting with antique brick exteriors. Through engaging
anecdotes and inspiriting images, 'Upgrade' provides vibrant exemplars and enthusiasm for revamping existing spaces.
Repurposing the unused: be it an empty chapel that becomes an inviting writer?s nook or a rotten barn converted into a
cozy living space for a small family. The projects illustrate the possibility of adding a touch of the new to the old:
farmhouses adorned with modern glass additions or churches whose traditional lines now frame an office. What are ruins
to some become another's architectural playground.
Why does a 44-year-old father leave his family for six months to walk 4,286 km across America on the Pacific Crest
Trail? What effect does it have on his marriage? on his children? and on himself? Following his -intuition, Tim Voors
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decided to embark on a life-changing hike, feeling alive, being afraid, pushing through pain, confronting emptiness and
starting a passionate romance with the wilderness. Tim Voors takes us through the physical, mental and spiritual journey
he experienced on this epic hike. Climb into his backpack as he takes you through deserts, mountains, forests and raging
rivers, where he forges magical friendships, rediscovers who he used to be, and implements those lessons on returning
home.
Newspaper DesignEditorial Design from the World's Best NewsroomsDie Gestalten Verlag-DGV
21st century luxury is about the interplay between cult streetwear brands and elite fashion houses. Explore fashion's
transformation for a new generation of in-the-know consumers. Highsnobiety, the publication geared at culturallyconnected, style-savvy, forward-thinking young men, is seen as a gatekeeper to the growing intersection of music,
fashion, and style. Their latest book seeks to define "New Luxury," a term that summarizes how streetwear and sneakers
have not only infiltrated the upper tiers of fashion, but became it. The New Luxury isn't just about what you wear, but also
what you know. This book provides the foundational knowledge of how youth-driven culture and fashion trends start from
the ground up.
Go on the trip of a lifetime. Two Wheels South shows you how to realize your own journey. Two friends take the
motorcycle trip of their life--From Brooklyn to Patagonia. Matias Corea shares his insights on how to prepare, choose the
right motorcycle, what to pack, how to plan the route, where to camp and last but not least: How to prepare your mind.
Setbacks and breaking down are part of the adventure, but preparation and being on the road teach you the confidence
to tackle any problem. Follow Matias Corea and his friend Joel through the American South, Central America over the
Darien Gap and beyond, over wooden cracking jungle bridges in Colombia and to dry lake high plateaus in Argentina.
Feel the character of the roads and the smell of nature: Riding a motorcycle is one of the purest forms of traveling. After 7
months and 13 countries Matias and Joel have learned a lot while riding down south on their trusty BMW air-cooled G / S
overland haulers and are ready to share their experience. Two Wheels South invites you on the experience of a lifetime.
The retro-futuristic epoch is one of the most visually spectacular in architecture's history. The utopian buildings of the
1960s and 1970s never go out of style. This book compiles radical ideas and visionary structures. The notion of utopia
proves as diverse as it does universal. From exuberant master plans to singular architectural expressions, the rise of the
utopian architectural movement in the 1960s and 1970s represents a critical shift in ideology away from mid-century
traditionalism. This period shakes off the conformity and conventions of the 1950s in favor of a more experimental postwar agenda. Marked by groundbreaking reinterpretations of both the single family house as well as more large scale
developments, the embrace of utopian and generally progressive thinking mirrored the cultural revolution of the times.
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These daring, charming, futuristic, and hopeful designs were not isolated to a particular part of the world. Visionary
voices longing for a fresh approach to architecture began appearing across France, Japan, the United States, and
beyond. The Tale of Tomorrow documents this prolific era in architecture--a time when anything felt possible as
architects began to think further and further outside the box. The Tale of Tomorrow focuses exclusively on built
manifestations of utopian ideas. Rather than mixing together abstract theorists with practitioners, this book focuses on
the tangible embodiments of such forward thinking. Highlighting well-known projects as well as the more obscure and
offbeat, the collection of utopian approaches compiled here maintain their visual power and infectious optimism nearly
half a century later. These experimental structures, both large and small, appear in everyday places in stark contrast to
their far-from-utopian contexts. In addition to featuring a range of whimsical architectural gestures, The Tale of Tomorrow
also explores more brutalist styles of utopian thinking. This bold and iconic class of projects not only inspires a sense of
awe and reverence towards one's surroundings but also demonstrates the broad spectrum of deeply personal solutions
at play as each architect began to craft their ideal world. Whether an organically shaped residence or a towering
sculptural complex, the projects in this book stand as poignant suggestions of what might have been and, perhaps what
could still be.
Erik Spiekermann is the epitome of a typographer. This comprehensive book is the first to showcase his body of work
and tell the story of his life.
Welcome to The House of Glam -- Lush Interiors & Design Extravaganza. Challenging convention with maximalist flair,
expect to see custom wallpapers, elegant fabrics, and rich marble, as well as mid-century design icons, geometry and
echoes of Memphis. A new, young generation of interior designers like David Alhadeff, Cristina Celestino and Nina
Yashar with an emphasis on personality are creating homes that aspire to be as unique as their inhabitants, propelling
residential design into the future. This diverse architectural landscape of the book is a feast for the eyes, where
expressive colors, textures, unusual forms, and exotic materials combine to create a contemporary interpretation of an art
deco or classic 1950s Hollywood film set interior. After all, designers are innate history buffs and there is a wealth of
history in architecture, decorative arts, fashion, and film through the ages to cherry pick and play with. These homes
dream big. The House of Glam invites you into the most exciting homes, from Italy to the USA, that embody this
decadent, playful trend, profiling key studios and designers at the forefront of the movement.
This book presents a compilation of dream houses whose architecture deliberately breaks with their surroundings.
Great inspiration for small spaces! Petite Places presents clever solutions for compact living.From living rooms and
kitchens to bedrooms and bathrooms, small spaces can offer immense possibilities, if only the interior is well considered.
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By showing a variety of projects in different styles - from reduced and pragmatic to cozy - Petite Places delves into how
small homes are being designed today, delivering insights from interior designers and architects. Floor plans will allow
you to translate inspirations from the book into your home. Living in small spaces is not a new phenomenon. By looking
at pioneering projects from times gone by, one starts to understand where modern living concepts draw ideas from.
Clever furniture and storage solutions create more room to cook, relax, read in a comfortable nook, or work from home.
Explore how you can add striking changes to your modest home with only a few tweaks.
Based on Mr Hudson's identity, the book is featuring destinations for gays, but not necessarily gay destinations. It is about travelling in style
for everyone who is looking for something different and special - no matter if men or women, travelling solo or as a couple. Mr Hudson
Explores shows that every part of a trip is an incredible experience. The core content of the book will consist of 20 cities in the Northern
Hemisphere and showcases the very best the destination has to offer. Each guide will give a general introduction to the city and, if applicable,
its relevance for the gay community. It showcases various locations on culture and art, the most inspiring museum to visit, traditional and
upcoming food places, best shopping experiences, music and nightlife: Where to go out, which bars do have the best drinks, and clubs you
can have the most fun at the city's best parties and concerts. Depending on the location, day trips and activities can be included. Luxury
accommodations and places to stay complete the range. The book will not just give descriptions of the places but also background
information, telling the story of the owner, history or anecdotes.
Long-distance trekking, short day trips out of town, an extended weekend escapade; the first series installment of our bestselling Wanderlust
has it all. Experienced outdoor enthusiasts and those lacing-up their boots for their first time: prepare to hike the diverse American landscape.
Whether aiming to conquer epic expeditions, or simply complete a day hike to recharge, paths of every size await the intrepid wayfarer in
Wanderlust USA, a book that serves as a blueprint for adventurous souls in search of new summits. Stunning photography and insightful tips
from veteran long-distance hiker Cam Honan bring many bucolic treks to life, including the unmissable California ancient redwoods and misty
waterfalls of Yosemite Park, as well as Utah's dramatic canyons, and the Atlantic cliffs of Maine.
With a pinch of salt and plenty of personality, kitchens have become the pulse of human life at home. What was once a purely utilitarian
space has transformed into the room where we share our happiest experiences. We learn, fight, remember, entertain, discover, and embark
on adventures through cooking. Kitchen Living delves into the space where we now spend most of our time. Whether looking to make small
changes or a completely new kitchen redesign, we look at current technology and trends that have allowed these spaces to become more
experimental. From kitchen designers to food writers to photographers, we go on a voyage through the kitchen interiors that inspire the
people who have made food their life. Draw inspiration and learn life hacks on how subtle touches can create mighty solutions.
The Touch is a new collaboration between Nathan Williams of Kinfolk and Jonas Bjerre-Poulsen of Norm Architects that welcome readers
into over 25 inspiring spaces where interior design is not only visually appealing but engages all of the human senses. Through beautiful
homes, hotels, museums, and retail stores--from contemporary designs by Ilse Crawford and Bijoy Jain to classic cases by Arne
Jacobsen--readers are invited to explore how experiencing elements such as light, nature, materiality, color, and community can deliberately
bring us back to our senses and imbue every day with a richer quality. In addition to stunning photography and interviews with design industry
leaders as John Pawson and David Thulstrup, the book also details philosophical and art history references that reflect the tradition of design
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and color theory. For a deeper understanding of the concepts explored, The Touch includes an appendix which profiles architects such as
Lina Bo Bardi and Richard Neutra. Heritage design pieces that helped influence this movement are also listed in the book. The
Touch--Spaces Designed for the Senses by Kinfolk & Norm Architects. Published by gestalten.
Poetic spaces, surreal structures and dramatic visions. The extraordinary career of Ricardo Bofill is collected in this monograph, which
reveals his inspiring approach to architecture, and to life.Ricardo Bofill is one of the 20th century's most unique architects and radical
visionaries. With his Taller de Arquitectura he built spaces for everyday life with otherworldly aesthetics, that have been elevated to iconic
status in countless films and images. His visions for urban and communal life challenged preconceived notions of shared space and
proposed alternative styles of living. This monograph explores his revolutionary approach by profiling his greatest projects. Spectacular new
photography, texts from experts and from Bofill himself are complemented by working drawings and floor plans. At a time when prevailing
styles in architecture are becoming ever more homogenous, Bofill's fantastic creations satisfy a longing for originality, personality and
progressive ideals.
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